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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a new mode for establishing the position of
new stations adopted for construction purposes, especially by using
modern instrumentation as Total Stations and others. The present
technique can be performed utilizing predetermined angles and
distances to locate new stations. This paper is mainly divided into
I:\vo sections, the first is concerned with establishing horizontal
control work according to the system of working from the whole to
the part. The second section illustrates the optimum location of the
instrument for determination the heights of the building. Moreover
the best location of the traverse relative to be builded area is
thoroughly investigated. The construction with its three dimension
namely X,Y,Xcan be locallydetermined.

Keywords: Construction surveying, Modern instrumentation,
Establishing horizontal control work, Optimum location,
Best location

INTRODUCTION

Cadastral surveying is one of the basicbranches of plane surveying in which
the details within a small area of the earth's
surface are measured and then plotted on a
map with a reasonable scale. The most
precise cadastral maps are produced with
computed coordinates relative to a desired
plane coordinate system. These maps are
very essential tools for the design, setting
out and execution of all important
engineering projects such as access roads,
highways, railways, tunnelling, bridges,
buildings, ... ,etc.

Once the map is available, detailed plans
for the construction of a project can be
completed. The main job ofthe surveyor is
to mark out the' exact locations and the
important dimensions of the project
according to these final plans. To
accomplish such work the surveyor must
mark horizontal positions and elevations of
the planned construction a process that is
begunbefore the work is started and usually
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will be continued throughout the entire
construction period.

In order to establish a location, there is a
large family of instruments that can be used
for linear and angular measurements with
varieties into their acquired precision.

Also, the field circumstances of the area
to be located have significant contribution to
the choice and precision of the location.
Naturally a high accuracy requirement is
essentially devoted for locations produced
by any traverse, to meet the rapid advance
into the recent technology of instru
mentation and methodology of compu
tations.

The main objective of this paper is to
find some answers to some of the questions
which facing the practical surveyor during
the execution of any location.

ELEMENTARY THEORY
The sides of the control network around

and outlined the site can to taken base lines
for setting out purposes Figures I-a and 1
b. Subsidiary lines can be set offfrom the
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Xp and Yp are the coordinates of the new
point P,

XAand YA are the coordinates of the fixed
point A,

UABis the reduced (quadrant) bearing of
baseline AB, where o.ABis smaller than 45° in
Figure I-a and o.ABis greater than 45° in
Figure I-b.

base line to establish new points. It is gene
rally required to obtained the location of a
new point "P" from the coordinates of fixed
stations A and B.

Since the positions of the new points will
be in terms of the site fixed coordinates, the
setting out can be achieved as shown in
Figure 1.

Figures I-a and I-b shows a baseline AB
and a new point "P". Suppose the secondary
point P' is established along the baseline AB
where the distance AP' equal S (Equation l
a) or S' (Equation I-b). The secondary point
P' can be established by polar coordinates
from the fixed station A. In addition,
assume that P'P parallel to x-axis or Y-axis
as shown in Figures I-a and l-b,
respectively. The distances Sand S' can be
computed using the following formulae:

and

S' = Xp-XA

SIDuAB

where

(I-a)

(I-b)
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Figure 1 Sketch illustrates the baseline ABand the stations UP" a) QAB < 45° b) QAB > 45°

The distances SI, and S'l, can be obtained
as follows:

SI = (Xp- XA)- S. sin UAB
and

(2-a)

To check the whole work the following
formula can be used:
S. sin o.AB- (Yp- YA)tan o.AB= 0
S'. cos 0..'\8 - (Xp- XA) cot o.AB= 0

(3-a)
(3-b)

S'1 = (Yp- YA)- S'. cos o.AB (2-b)
Such double check is highly requested

especially in case of large difference between
the two parts in Equations 3-a, 3- b must be
allowable.
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where 0'0 is the probable error of distances S
(S') and SI (SI');O'~isthe probable error of
angle 13; O'~is the probable error in position
point p'; and p = 206265.
And, we have [1,2]:

PRECISION AND ACCURACY
To evaluate the positioning accuracy of

the new established station, with the
assumption that point Ais of error free
coordinates the followingformula can be
used [I,2}:

ON HEIGHT DETERMINATION OF
BUILDINGS

Figure 3 shows the height of the building
"H", the distaJ:.1ce.:'S" between the building
and theodolite and the vertical angle e as
well.

The height of the building "H" can be
calculated by using the formula:

(5)

(7)

(4)

(6)

2 2 2 ~2 2er = er (S + SI) + ( ) + 2CJljl
pOp

cr
cr = --'===='===0'==

o 2~2(S2+ Sf )
and

where cr is the allowable error for any
distance.

O'~ ; cr.p
2.J2S1

H = S. tan e

By error propagation the (M.S.E)ofthe
height can be estimated, namely:

POSITION DETERMINATION OF THE NEW
POINT IN THE FILED

After establishing the control network in
the main site the followingprocedure has to
be followedto locate the design points of the
proposed structure. Generally, the following
methodcan be used.
1) Along the baseline AB, the location of

point P' can be determined from the fixed
control point A using the predetermined
distance S or' S'. Locating P' on ABcan
be performed either by EDM or most
easily by steel tape.

2) Next, the theodolite can be moved to the
already located P'. The angle ~ can then
be measured from the direction P'B.The
angle 13 can be computed as follows:
p = 90° - <XAB (Figure I-a) or
13 = <XAB (Figure I-b)

Thedirection P'P"can be already obtained.
3) Using any distance measurement device

the position of point P can be located
along P'P"utilizing either SI, or Sj', (see
Equations 2-a and 2-b).

From the above procedure the position of
the new point P can be easily at hand. The
baseline AB may be of any arbitrary
orientation as shown in Figure 2.

Applying the above-mentioned simple
method to those ditlerent cases, the design
points of the prpposed structure, can be
located.

The modem technique in distances and
angles measuring instruments which used
nowadays are the Tot~ Stations instru
ments. These instruments are the most
precise manufactured in measuring long
distance. Also the angular and linear
measurements were accomplished, by using
a Total Station quickly and easily. The
results of the different four cases are
illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1 Results for the different four cases where

Position'of point P related a baseline ABNo. of
uadrant

I N-E

t 11 S·E
f III '5
l IV N-

AB < 45·
Ri ht-hand
Left -hanc!
Ri ht-hand
Left -hand

AB> 45·
Left-hand
Ri ht-hand
Left·hand
Ri ht-hand

crH , crs and cre are the Mean Square Error
(M.S.E)for the values HI Sand e, respec
tively.
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Figure 2 Sketch illustrates the baseline ABin four cases
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Figure 4 illustrated the relation between
(JHand Si provided that (H= lm, ers= 0.001
H, ere=I'). Noting that the minimum value of
aHis,atthedistance "So" where So = 1.9H.

It is very obvious that the optimum
position of the theodolite is at a distance 1.9
times the height of the building. For more
accurate position of the theodolite the value
(Jeand ersmust be taken.

(9')
8'0 = VHpcr2: H2cr8

8

Let H = 100 m,ers = 0.01 m, ere=1', by
using Equation 9' we can obtain the S'o=16m.

From the previous discussion, we note
that. the difference between So = 103 m. and
8'0 = 116 m is 13%. In the general case, it
will be noted that two .vertical angles 81 and
82 as shown in Figure 5. From this figure we
can writte

In this Equation let ers~ 0 and ere~ O.
Referring to Figure 3 we can noted that H
So 00.

Let H = lOOm, ers= 0.01 m, ere= I' we can
obtain the optimum distance Soequal to 103
m. Let ers= O.Olm then, So = 189 m. From
this we noted that the relation between the
ere.ersand the optimum distance So.

Equation 9 arises from least squares
principle. But we can use, by approximate
method, the following formula [3]:

H

B

A

Sketch illustrates the position of the
theodolite' (case one angle 8

Figure 3

0.008

( 10)

(11)

B

-------- ~-

H = S (tan 8) + tan 82)

From Equation 10, we have

erH2= (tan 81 + tan 82)2 ers2
2 2

+ S 'O"s (1 1-pr- cos4 81 + cos 482)

Figure 5 Illustrating the position of the theodlite (case
two angle ( 8" 81)

Si

(9)

Relation between M.S.E. (H)and
Distance (Si)

0.006

o

0.004

0.002

Figure 4

On the basis of the Equation 8 the
following Equation can be set up to obtain
So [3]. '

"
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The optimum distance So can be obtained
from the followingformula [3J:

(12)

where: hI and h2 are the vertical distances

THE BEST LOCATION OF THE TRAVERSE
RELATIVE TO THE BUILT AREA

This part aims at determining the best
location of the traverse relation to the built
area. Also, what is the ratio between the
area of the traverse to the area which is
needed to be located to obtain the best
alignment for the builded area [4].

0.5 H So 00

III
9 II

5 Traverse I

6

Methodolgy of Investigation
For the above purpose an area 30mx30m

was chosen with a relatively rigid region, to
afford an unyeilding support for the tripods
and pegs. Surrounding this block three
squared traverses were established with side
lengths from 50 m to 90 m with increment of
20 m. The four stations of each traverse is
numbered according a serial numbering
system common to all these traverses as
seen in Figure 6. . '

2

(12')

(13)s
o

From the horizontal plane for a
theodolite between points A and B we have
hI + h2 = H; and the horizontal plane is
lower than point A or higher than point B we
have I hI + h2 I > H. In Equation 12 and by
taking (J s ~ 0 and cre ~ 0 with reference to
Figure 5, we have the relation:

As mentioned in the first case the
following formula can be used instead of
Equation 12

In this case if (81=82or 81= 0 or 82= 0), the
forinula given by Equation 12 can be written
in another form as follows:

The angular measurements were done
by using the theodolite one second. And the
linear measurements were done by using a
30m steel tape. Every side length was
measured two times. The concept here is to
measure the sides of each traverse and
measure all possible angles to the comers of
the block ABCD from each traverse station
then adjusting the interior angles of each
traverse and use them to compute the
~oordina~es of points A,B,C and D by
lIltersectlOn. The block ABCD can be then

Let H = lOOm, crs = 0.01 m, cre =1' and
(hl=h2) using Equation 12 the optimum
distance "So" can be obtained [So == 52m].
Applying Equation 12' we have So=58 m.
Therefore, the difference between the results
is about 13%. From t.be previous study
we note that the Equations 9 and 12 arises
from least squares principle but the
Equation 9' and 12' are approximate. It will
be noted that the difference between
optimum distance in two cases is 13%. A
significant progressing in that phase can be
achieved.

Figure 6 The choice of both the built area and the
traverses
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treated as a closed traverse and computed
three times in our case. From the obtained
results we can determine the best position
of the surrounding traverse (see Figure 7).

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The final obtained result can be

visualized either numercally or graphicaUy.
For our purpose here we are going to follow
both approaches.

The Computational Procedures
1. For all fivehorizontal angles measured

at each traverse station, the mean
value of four arcs was taken.

2. The adjusted.values for all angles were
shown at Table 2.

3. Compute the bearings and differences
in x,y components for relative to the
horizontal bottom side as the
horizontal axes.

4. Compute the linear closing error and
then compute the adjusted compo
nents of each side according to the
transit rule.

5. The coordinates of the points A,B,C
and D computed by using the two
main formula for intersection (see
Figure 8).

sta
2,6,10

sta
1.5.9

Figure 7

sto
3,7.11

sta
4.6.12

Sample traverse of the three tested cases

Table 3 summanzmg the final of the three
outside traverses especially from the point of
view of positional and angular closing errors
as varying the perimeter of the traverse.

From this table it can be seen that the
most precise traverse (which produce the
minimum closing errors for both angular
and positional) is that one whose perimeter
is ranging between.

Table 4 illustrates the variation of the
positional closing error of the inner block
according to the position of the used outside
traverse. The examination of this table
reveals that the best position of the outer
traverse relative to the project inner block is
located at a lateral distance within the
range.

y

M

~ ......•... --<i, (XM I YM),
\,,

\

x
o

Figure 8 Sketch illustrates the intersection

X = Xk.Cot L + XL' COl K + (h-YL)

M (cotK + COIL)

X = Yk·cotL+ rL·catK +XLYk)
M (cotK +cotL)

Where M represents intersection point (A,B,C
and Dj; K, L represent any two adjacent points
with known coordinates; (XM, YM) coordinates
of station M.
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The adjusted angles

Angle
Traverse ITraverse IITraverse III

0

I' I "0I' I"0I' I'
u,

26716212351133748
no

18-40224723302259
<l3

17292622264431-11

G.4

29305524392135845
b,

29847241414155923
b2

1729522254230481
ba

-165046211939321224
b4

26922213827125842
C,

26201621495013132
C2

16422021121129521
Ca

184118235126341624
C4

28215823235152034
d,

285182414614748
d2

1655122923291442
d,

17131205637285622
d2

26201221404014113

Table 3 Variation of angular and positional closers with outer traverse perimeter

~

I11III
Item

Perimeter ~L

329.485244.719159.070
AmruIar closure /l9"

36"4"79.5"
Positional closure 6.L

20.098.0365.002
Relative error 6.L/L

J/164001/1304501/31800
Area (m2)

LL677.18 3738.441579.58

Table 4 Positional closure in the block area ABCDversus lateral distance of outside tmverse

~

I11III

Item
L\L(forABCD)mm

1.030.371.07
d

m}* 26.57515.9795.273
d/

l** 0.9090.5460.180
L

(m)*" 82.37161.17939.767

* d:
** l:
*** L:

Lateral distance in m.
average side length of block area ABeD
average side length of outer traverse in m

Figure 9 depicts the relationship
between the positional closing error for
inner block and the percentage lateral
distance of the length of inner block. From
this relationship we can deduce that the
best position of outer traverse will be located
at a distance approximately 40% of the
corresponding side of the project. This
percentage makes the area of outer traverse
is 3.5 times as the inner area. In such a case
the perimeter will be double the inner. The

relative accuracy positional misclosure
(P.M.) of positioning a builded area varing
approximately parabolic with the lateral
distance (d)of the used traverse for the area
of project. In other words, the (P.M.)
decrease with the increase of d, the
minimum value of (P.M.) is locate at d of
about 40% of the respective side of the area
of the project then it starts to increase
again.
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Relation between the positional closing error
for inner block (DL) and the percentage
lateral distance of the length of inner block
(d/l)
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theodolite for the determine the height
of the buildings, can be successfully
applied.

4. The best location of the traverse
relative to the built area is at a lateral
distance of about 40% of the
corresponding side of the area of
project.

5. This paper is devoted to be a study to
improve the interpretability of modem
instlUmentation by using them with
modem technique in phase of
construction surveying work. A
procedure is already developed for
carrying out the construction
surveying according to new technique.

6. Finally, this paper illustrates a
procedure for a better constlUction
surveying scope adopted for execution
of sites as it gives the highlights of the
construction surveying.

CONCLUSION
Construction surveying problems have

many new aspects and advanced
instrumentation, the following conclusions
and recommendation can be drawn in this
phase.

1. Establishing horizontal control is one
of working from the whole to the part.
This entails the use of a major control
network enclosing the whole area.

2. Using the data illustrated in Table 1
and Figures 1 and 2 establishing
horizontal control in the field becomes
easy quickly and name more precisely.

3. The approximate method, to
determine the optimum position of
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